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Seminar Series: 2002-03

Major Issues and Joint
Challenges in Social and

Health Care

Purpose of series: 

The series is being organised by Social Services Research Group – Scotland
to consider systematically the major developments relating to public
services for social and health care. 

SSRG has selected six ‘major issues’

• Joint Future
• Modernising Government and ‘e-care’
• ethical issues in data sharing
• recruitment and retention of social and health care staff
• single shared assessments
• community planning
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TABLE OF PRICES
Number of seminars SSRG member Non-member

price price
Single seminar attendance £50 £70
Two seminar attendances £80 £130
Three seminar attendances £120 £180
Four seminar attendances £160 £250
Five seminars attendances £190 £290

Sandra Paton, (SSRG Events), 
c/o Social Work Dept, 
City of Edinburgh Council, 
Shrubhill House, 
Shrub Walk, 
Edinburgh EH7 4PD.

Tel: 0131 553 8283
Fax: 0131 554 1460

e-mail sanda.paton@edinburgh.gov.uk

The network for research, information,
planning & evaluation in social care &

health services



Target audience:
The seminars are intended for a wide audience, including

• managers, researchers, planning and evaluation staff and practitioners in 
- local government
- health bodies
- the voluntary sector

• independent researchers

• staff of academic bodies

• staff of relevant national bodies, including the Scottish Executive, the
Scottish Commission for the Regulation of Care, the Scottish Social Services
Council, etc

Cost:
It is possible to attend individual events, several events or the entire series. SSRG’s
pricing offers a discount to SSRG members. The annual cost of corporate and
personal memberships are £44 and £39 respectively. To join SSRG, please contact
Jackie Watson on 01603-261951 or j.watson@uea.ac.uk)

In addition, there is a reduced cost per seminar, for members and non-members
alike, the greater the number of seminar places reserved per person. 

Block bookings are possible. 

An SSRG member who has reserved a place can arrange for another SSRG member
(but not a non-member) to take the place reserved, provided that the substitute
attender confirms with SSRG before the date of the seminar the name of the SSRG
member whose place they are taking. 
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There are several common themes running through these issues. They include 

• joint working between public care bodies

• improving public care services

• integration of policy, planning and professional practice

• improving use of resources, including people, data and technology

• data sharing.

Overall, these six big issues represent some of the greatest challenges to public care
agencies. SSRG – Scotland therefore expects the series will be both topical and
popular.  

Programme:
Seminar 1: ‘Joint Future for Health and Social Care’ – 12 November 2002 (Stirling) 

Seminar 2: ‘Modernising Government and ‘E-Care’’ – 17 December 2002
(Edinburgh)

Seminar 3: ‘Ethical Issues in Data Sharing’ - 6 or 13 February 2003 (Glasgow)

Seminar 4: ‘Retention and Recruitment of Staff’ – 12 March 2003 (Edinburgh)

Seminar 5: ‘Single Shared Assessment’ – 31 March 2003 (Stirling)

Seminar 6: Linking Care Planning with Community Planning’ – 22 May 2003
(Edinburgh)

The seminars will draw mainly on Scottish experiences and expertise, but will also
include contributions from elsewhere in the UK. 


